Pull-out Shelf Installation Guide

Wood Guide

1. Install wooden guides.

2. Detach inner glides by using the lever on the bracket.

3. Attach inner glides on both sides of the POS as shown below.

4. Screw outer glides into wooden guides and secure the POS.

5. Insert inner glides into mounted outer glide.

A. Install wood guides and secure into the wall of the cabinet box with screws into the pre-drilled holes.

For a second POS, the top wooden guide center screw should measure 11\(\frac{1}{4}\)" from the bottom of the box.

B. Insert and attach glide to the wooden guides and secure to the sides of the cabinet frame with screws.

The center of the top glide should measure 11" from the bottom of the frame. The center of the bottom glide should measure 1" from the bottom of the frame.